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Firstly: How Jesus brags about his skills of deceiving

First, we want to recall the meaning of the criminological investigative method (see e0
and e001) according to that we are going to examine deeds, behavior and tenets of Jesus – so
far, one can call them “tenets”. Briefly summarized: Referring to German philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer we define deceit in that way that each deceiver:
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Firstly, hides his real intentions and plans he has in his mind and wants to accomplish.
Secondly, the deceiver or blackguard will never reveal him to others but will pose as man or
woman of honor.
Thirdly, swindlers even used to uttering repugnance and disgust about that he is going to do.
For example, a crafty swindler will profess his abhorrence concerning deceit and deceivers or
even used to warning of other swindlers. That all is done in order to get the victims allayed
and lulled into a false sense of security to outwit them and thus defeat them easily
Fourthly, the blackguard is used to hiding his trait to others by projecting his deceitful and
malignant mind on others (psychological projections).
That is also in order to get the victims inattentive and lulled into a false sense of security. As
already said, swindlers even used to warning of (other) swindlers so that the victims do not
notice that “the good friend or shepherd” that is warning them of other evil bipeds precisely
is the one they should beware and warned. So, the cerebellums shall think and are used to
thinking: A man or woman warning us that much of other blackguards, villains, schmucks
n’ thugs, scoundrels, bastards n’ dastards or con men never can be such a rogue, cur in fur or
deceiver or hoodlum of which he is warning us ... Those deceivers are successful! Most
birdbrains suppose that the devil never would warn of other devils so that if somebody
warns of them, he must be a very noble individual. Thus they fall into Jesus Christ's" and his
accomplices’ (the Christian predators’) trap.

That is why hypocrisy, lies, psychological projections are inevitable concomitants of deceit.
The deceiver is always faking to be someone else than he really is and is accusing the other
(his opponents, his enemies etc.) being that what he or she (the swindler) indeed is. Those
are psychological projections. Nobody masters those ruses and techniques of perfidy
better and more shrewdly than Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ).
In order to understand this chapter as a whole the most important part of our definition
of criminological investigation from e000 is repeated, here:
In his treatise, "The world as will and perception" German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer
(1788 – 1860) describes the nature of lying and deceit in the following manner:
“... since all guile and deceiving only can succeed that the one perpetrating them at the same time has
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to express abhorrence and contempt about them for sneaking into others’ confidence. His victory is due
to a credited probity of his, he doesn't have .[i]

Strictly speaking, this quotation summarizes the method of criminal investigation. Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) confirms German philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer:
Mt 24:43 RSV
43 But know this, that if the householder had known in what part of the night the thief was
coming, he would have watched and would not have let his house be broken into.
Lu 12: 39 RSV
39 But know this, that if the householder had known at what hour the thief was coming, he would not
have left his house to be broken into.
"Therefore I say, if the owner of a house knows that the thief is coming, he will begin his vigil before he
comes and will not let him dig through into his house of his domain to carry away his
goods.”[ii]

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is completely right: A weak
but venomous Christian dastard, pardon, wife only can stab her husband asleep in bed and
thus murder her strong, giant husband. An open and fair fight would have been a risky venture
for her.
Such a wife only could murder her husband, because he had never thought his wife capable
of meaning mischief – not to mention murder. She was like that “homeowner” never knowing
if, when and who will break into his house. Otherwise, the husband never would have fallen
asleep in her presence and successfully would have defended himself.
That is also the Christian way of “love”, viz, Christian foul play …!
I.e., the wife deceived successfully and thus changed the winner and the loser – quite according
the tricks and ruses for crimes, felons and terror of felons’ coach: Jesus "Christ" and his
infamous schmucks of the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent predators")
emulating him (imitatio Christi). In another context, Jesus describes the tricks of always faking
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the opposite of that a deceiver, Pardon, a Christian intends in the following way:
Whoever wants to be master should sham the reverse as first rule of all deception, i.e., faking
the most submissive servant, Jesus “advises”!
Mt 20:26-28 RSV
26 It shall not be so among you; but whoever would be great among you must be your servant,
27 and whoever would be first among you must be your slave;
28 even as the Son of man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for
many.
Lu 22:26 RSV
26 But not so with you; rather let the greatest among you become as the youngest, and the leader
as one who serves
We (Christian) swindlers are used to deceiving always and consistently by faking the reverse
of that what we really want. However, this is precisely how deceivers perpetrate their
deceits. Consequently, there is nothing new regarding that what the Christian felons’
coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) trains his accomplices
(Christians) for being worshiped as “god,” in exchange.
We (Jesus and the Christian predators) want to be the greatest, the despots, and human
beings’ slaveholders crucifying our fellow human beings. However, we (Jesus and the
Christian predators) always are used to feigning the reverse of the truths, i.e., faking to
be "devoted" "humble" and "modest" “servants " and only striving for "charity", “brotherly
love”, “spiritual welfare” etc. and “serving our next ones”.
Consequently, we (Jesus and the Christian predators) achieve our goals of becoming
a) slaveholders,
b) despots of humankind and
c) torturers or tormentors of revenge by outwitting our “beloved” next ones.
Therefore, we are used to duping them by faking the opposite of that we (Jesus and the
Christian predators) have in our mind: By shamming to be their slaves and servants so long
until they have become unsuspicious pertaining to us (Jesus and the Christian predators) and
fall for our traps.
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When we (Jesus and the Christian predators) have wormed our way into our victims’
confidence and successfully lulled them into a false sense of security, we are used to “fettering
the house owners” -- as Jesus said -- and force them to be our slaves that are completely servile
to us and to endure all torments and tortures, we inflict on them.
This we (Christians) succeed in doing so because our coach of spite n’ crime (Jesus) “taught” us
to fake always the contrary of that we want to accomplish. Each sly shark or wily
blackguard knows it, too. Falseness has become second, yes even, first nature to those
deceivers (Jesus and the Christian predators), so that they hardly are used to noticing any
longer when they are hypocritical, deceitful, false or even when they are lying.
Jesus and the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent predators") – those are
the incarnated depravity, spite, perfidy, infamy, vindictiveness and maliciousness! The
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) fool themselves being above
human beings but indeed, they are even below most of the higher developed animals and their
god Jesus, anyway!
●
●
●

That is the ploy of success of the Christian deceivers and barbarians!
Those are the “tenets” of Jesus "Christ" .
That is the “charity” of the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")!

Here, we can see that Jesus applies the first trick of all tricksters and always instigates his
infamous schmucks (disciples and other Christian predators) to remember this and to
perpetrate correspondingly.
Jesus incites his infamous schmucks (Christians): The first we have to do is to lull our victims into
a false sense of security and to worm our way into our victims' confidence. That is Jesus’ and
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners') pertinence of „morals ", charity
", truths ", "fear of god", " and suffering for the sins of the world”, “vicarious atonement " serve
this etc.
The victims of the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) deceit shall
not realize Jesus and his infamous schmucks as swindlers, liars, robbers, desperados,
murderers and barbarians but repute them as "serpents and simple as the doves" (Mt
10:16). Otherwise, Jesus and his infamous schmucks (Christians) will be unable to get a good
haul. If already the least mistrust emerges, Jesus and his infamous schmucks (Christians)
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rightly fear that the avalanche of debunking under way.
It is recommended to recall Schopenhauer’s realization when we get to deal with Jesus’ and
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") Trojan horses, for
example, “charity”, “truthfulness”, “god’s love”, “enemies’ love”, “vicarious
sacrifices”, “martyrdom” etc.: Deceit always consists of faking the reverse of that what one
is intending. If this does not happen then there is no deceit.
However, if one follows the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) then
the impression is given that generally all deceivers try hiding their swindle but if Jesus would
lie and deceive, he at first would announce his deceit, in advance so that all his victims
would know that they are going to be hoodwinked, now… For example, “those having ears
to listen, listen: I (Jesus "Christ" , faking man’s son now is starting to fool you (that I am “god”)
… Now, join me (Jesus) in order to accomplish successfully my deceit. Do never forget I will
cheat you all…”
Because he did not say so or similarly Christian preacher (wo) men used to giving the
impression that Jesus is no deceiver… Did you ever hear any other “evidence” against the fact
that he was is a swindler?
However, to his closest accomplices (“disciples”) benefiting – like him -- by his deceits and
fooling Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) frankly admitted his intent
of deception and bragged about it. His „favorite-disciple" John relates to us that Jesus once boasted:

“And if thou wouldst know concerning me (Jesus), what I was, know that with a word did I
(Jesus) deceive all things and I was no whit deceived.”[iii]

Oh, yes - Jesus, you are completely right: That weak, though venomous Christian, Pardon, wife
had bound her strong or even giant husband by sleep when cutting off his head with a
butcher’s knife… Therefore, he could not fight back and became murdered by this weak
and perfidious Christian, pardon, woman ...That is the ploy of success of the
Christian objectifications (incarnation) of perfidy !

●
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●

Those are the “tenets” of Jesus "Christ" !

●

That is Christian "charity"!

Jesus said, "It is not possible for anyone to enter the house of a strong man and take it by
force unless he binds his hands; then he will (be able to) ransack his house."[iv]
I see - Jesus knows how to crib, plunder and rob the "beloved" next ones, at best. All Gangster,
all Mafiosi are requested to be more modest and humble because they cannot cope with Jesus! I
see, by felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) they can learn a lot,
e.g., how to deceive and to perpetrate crimes successfully and at best.
Ah, Jesus -- ah, you Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators), did you
ever hear something about the Ten Commandments: You shall not covet for the possessions
of your next? In addition, what is the devil doing you worship as your good? Advising
and instigating you how to pilfer the property of you neighbor, most successfully! Do you
really have still a question pertaining to your gangsters' or barbarians' "god"?
The chains Jesus and the Christian barbarians fetter their victims' hands and legs in advance so
that they are unable to fight back while being plundered by those perfidious and
infamous Christian Mafiosi are:
●
●

"god" (This first commandment says: I am your Lord and God, you shall have no god besides me
<like Jesus!>),

●

"God's son" (that means god's guardian to muzzle and even fetter god, so that he cannot object to
the Jesus' and the Christian predators’ lies, deceit, spite, perfidy, burglaries, stakes, infamy,
murders and all their barbarities!) and all their other Trojan horses like, for example,
“charity”,

●

“truthfulness”,

●

“god’s love”,

●

“brotherly love”,

●

“enemies’ love”,

●

●

"immaculate birth",
"infallibility",

●

“vicarious sacrifices”,

●

"vicarious atonement,

●
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●

“martyrdom” etc.

E.g.,: "What did you say - Jesus and we Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners") are depraved, felons and barbarians?" A punch into the stomach! No, your are
depraved because of daring to say that and to contradict Satan, we (Christians) call “god”
and worship as our “god”! You cannot defend yourself against those Christian
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy but getting forced to revoke because you are fettered
by those nice Trojan horses of "morals", "god", god's son", god's mother", "devil", "charity",
"love", "heaven", "hell" Jesus and his Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners") have already cribbed before you were born. Therefore, it can happen that you have
to revoke that the Earth is circling the sun because the trinity of Satan, his (Jesus) Christ and
the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") presume to know everything
better …! This is not only a speculation but also something that really happened.

2. How Jesus tries apologizing himself for lying and deceiving
Joh 16:12-14 RSV
12 "I (Jesus "Christ" ) have yet many things to say to you (my fellow deceivers), but you
cannot bear them now.
13 When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth; for he will not speak on his
own authority, but whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to
come.
14 He will glorify me, for he will take what is mine and declare it to you.
15 All that the Father has is mine; therefore I said that he will take what is mine and declare it to you.
Joh 15:26 RSV
26 ¶ But when the Counselor (Greek: Parakletos – that means Paraclete) comes, whom I shall
send to you from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the Father, he will bear
witness to me;
One should think over the quoted saying from the gospel of John about the
“Paraclete” (Latin: "advocatus", in English often wrongly translated as “comforter”) ten times
and if not ten times then thousand times:
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Firstly: The "truths" are still to come to those perfidious liars, deceivers, infamous felons
and Mafiosi feigning to snuff it for the "truths" ...
Secondly: Christian "belief" is incomplete - if here one can speak about belief, teaching, and tenets,
at all. If one scrutinizes already only this passage of Christian Satan’s, Pardon, "god's" word,
then inevitably that "god" or alleged "associate" of "god" turns out to be the globe's most
perfidious deceiver and infamous felon. Everywhere, scrutinizing Christian Satan's,
Pardon, „god's" word one finds oneself in the mire of utmost perfidious lies and
infamous deception. Just because of the here admitted incompleteness of the Christian
Satan’s, Pardon, „god's" word that pretending Messiah (Greek: Christ) debunks himself not
a “man’s son” but as man’s deceiver and/or man’s felon:

Joh 4:25 RSV
The woman said to him, "I know that Messiah is coming (he who is called Christ); when he comes, he
will show us all things."

The Jewish Messiah has not to hide anything to his Jewish fellows but to reveal all, if the Jews
are able to endure it or not. Possibly the Mithraic Messiah -- the Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) murdered because of allegedly being the “anti-Christ” -has to hide truths, the Jewish one has to reveal. For hiding truths nobody needs a Messiah
because thus they are kept dark as they were before.
Hence, there is no need for a Messiah. If according to the Christian swineherds’ own doctrines
a feature of the Messiah (Christ) is to reveal everything of the truths, then according to
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) own "god's" word (see: Joh.
16:12-14) Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (name of perfidy: Jesus "Christ" ) is a con man, swindler,
deceiver and crook, since he omitted significant truths.
It is impossible that a Messiah withdraws truths, because deceivers and/or self-deceivers
cannot bear them. A group that cannot bear the truths is one of liars, deceivers, desperadoes and
of brutes, anyway. However, his “apologies” why he did so, -- e.g., that allegedly or indeed
those self-deceivers he gathers in order to be worshiped as the "god" are unable to bear the truths
-- are completely unimportant for that evidence. Significant is that he hid truths. That is
the perfidious “revealing” “redeemer” of Satan, by the way, accursed onto god (see: De 21:23)
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like Satan and the sin!
Hiding the truths means (passive) lying, at least. One does not only lie by statements, one also
can lie by concealing as he is doing, here! Thus, Jesus inadvertently proves that Satan's, Pardon,
his Christian adherents need lies and hence are capable of lies. Once more we can realize that
we do not need to refer to reason in order to debunk the planet’s most perfidious felon and
its utmost religious Mafiosi.
Liars, deceivers, and self-deceivers always are used to coming into conflict with the lies
and deception of their own. That is why there is no difference between “faith” and reason.
The so-called Christian "faith” is just a weapon of deceit for the thieves that want to be reputed
as the “first” ones and making the victims subservient and servile, i.e., slaves, to themselves. Just
in order to camouflage and to make this felony and its further resulting abominations on
humanity unassailable, this “gadget” is labeled and hereby faked as “faith”, “belief”,
“god”, “redemption”, “doomsday”, “heaven”, “hell” or “religion”.
Cribbing concepts is one weapon of this Christian desperadism. The decent citizen rejecting
such deceits is vilified as blasphemer, psycho-terrorized by those infamous terrorists, if even
not murdered. Therefore, Jesus did not “teach” a closed – and above all – a complete “faith”, so
that Christian “theo”logians solely have to present a summary (“summa theologica”).
Those Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") showing off are only
carnival windbag posing as "philosophers" like, for example, Thomas of Ass or as they were
called similarly etc. They mostly wrote summaries of the Christian deceit („summae
theologicae“), i.e., “theo”logical summaries of Jesus' and the Christian
desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") deceit that was imposed as
summarized knowledge for all their crooks n’ goofs believing those spoofs ... And the slaves
are conditioned to believe that there is nothing besides that foolishness.
Thirdly: Revelation of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (cur name: Jesus "Christ" ) is insufficient.
Whoever has ears to listen that listen well! In contrast with Christian “theo”logians even
the Christian predators’ god himself admits it... That is real carnival, what these terrorists want
to fob off on “homo stupidus Christianusque” (on the morons, mugs, goofs, duffers, oafs
and Christian predators) as utmost summits of human “wisdom”… Ah, ah, ah...!
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Fourthly: Even according to Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ),
Christian "belief" is in need of considerable complements, because – again according to Jesus –
the Christian objectifications (incarnation) of perfidy are not able to bear the truths. Whoever
could contradict Jesus in this respect?! Remember those the sick that fool themselves
to be healthy ("salt of the Earth") and are used to shamming even to peg out for the truths! Do
not make me laugh...!

In this manner, Jesus at least apologizes having omitted truths, i.e., having told lies to the
depraved just in order to be worshiped as their god, in return for those lies and deception.
That there should be nothing in addition to belief mainly means that there is nothing beyond
the „truths“ (lies!) of the concerned “faith” (terrorism).

Therefore, if now the source of those "truths" feels compelled to admit that the alleged “owners
“of the "truths" are not able to bear them, then it is produced evidence that here it is about a sect
or organized crime of liars, swindlers and above all of self-deceivers! Only sects of Mafia of
liars, deceiver, self-deceivers, spiteful little devils and other barbarians -- i.e., especially
of Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") -- are not able to bear the
truths while they are used to faking (lying) to be extremely dedicated to them.
Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators) ill-famed intolerance,
their atrocities, abominations, viz, the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners'") dark mind that is mostly unbelievable is caused by the fear that those truths may
come up Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (cur name: Jesus "Christ" ) admitted having admitted. He did
not want to lose those creeps n’ crooks, slobs n’ mob worshiping him as “god” and therefore
he concealed the truths, a deceiver has to do anyway. That is why Christendo(o)m inevitably is
an organized crime, religious Mafia and/or terrorism: Because the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent" predators") are afraid of the truths, they libel,
vilify, denounce or kill others or even themselves just in order to get their lies and deceit to
be reputed as “truths”.
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") do not die for truths but for the
goal that their lies are reputed to be “truths” and their organized crime as “spiritual welfare”
…! Those poor old sods n’ slobs gathering as Christian mob are used to faking that a liar labels
his lies to be lies and a deceiver his deceits as deception. Therefore, they fool themselves
because they do not claim to be liars they have to be reputed to be “truthful”. A liar is
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somebody wanting his lies to be reputed and/or believed as truths – otherwise there is no liar!
In addition, the more liars and deceivers are able to feign being incapable of lying and
deceiving the more successful they are!
Let us recall: Not the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'")
adversaries testify that the Christian liars cannot bear the truths but their “god” Jesus,
they refer…!
Because the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are afraid of the
truths, they libel, vilify, denounce or kill others or even themselves just in order to get their lies
and deceit to be reputed as truths. For this reputation the Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent" salveholders) kill and commit suicide ("martyrs"). That is why the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") extinguish those individuals
telling those truths they are not able to endure. That is Christianity, those are the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") according to their god: Jesus
"Christ" ! Therefore, Jesus could foresee all the barbarities and atrocities of his fellow
Christian desperadoes but put up with them in order to get worshiped as the "god". Who
knows that folks are unable to bear the truths evenly knows that they will not shrink from
lies, deceits and crimes to prevent that those truths are brought to light.
Fifthly: Christian sect is still in need of the “spirit of truths”…! Ah, ah, ah…! Is not it funny –
a sect of liars, deceivers, perfidious psycho-terrorists and infamous terrorists is faking to
keep infallible truths? A real miracle now happens: An infallible sect (of perfidy) needs the
“spirit of truths”! Do you really object to Jesus…? In fact, does somebody object that
liars, deceivers, self-deceivers, creeps n' crooks, rouges with frocks, bastards n’ dastards, curs
in furs, desperadoes and terrorist, viz, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners") first of all are lacking the “spirit of truths”? That is the first thing pack of
liars, deceivers and terrorists need…! Is not Jesus "Christ" right? Do not always call him liar
and deceiver …! My word, do not make me laugh…

Sixthly: At least partially, Jesus abstains from telling the truths to his perfidious curs
(Christians)! That does the one that fakes even to die for telling the truths ...! Well, otherwise,
one does not get the scum of the earth on their knees to worship a death penalty convict
as "god"…! Who wonders? According to Jesus, truths are unbearable for his perfidious
schmucks (the Christian sinners) ...
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My goodness, this happens to a sect that even makes a lot of fuss to give the impression that
its infamous schmucks (adherents) even die for the truths (and not the reputation of their lies
as “truths”)! That their counterfeit money is reputed to be real money, for this purpose,
Christian perfidious monsters are as well determined to kill others as getting killed
themselves. Those “martyrs” are very typical for objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy .
Again, Christian sect of infamy complies with all criteria of terrorism.
Seventhly: To tell the truths to the alleged " truthful " Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent sinners") means to inflict most serious sufferings on them – according to
the admission of the “god” of their own! Truths are the MCA (maximum credible accident)
that ever could happen to Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") and
those desperadoes ever can imagine…! This is why Jesus – at least partially - abstains from
telling truths to the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), his
perfidious schmucks! My word, that all in view of the fact that those barbarians and terrorists
are used to faking to do everything but really everything for the “infallible” truths that are in
need of the “spirit of the truths”…!

Eighthly: While truths make life unbearable to Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners"), (adulating) lies, viz, deception and self-deception make life endurable to
them. That is the very mind of objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy . Well, who
wonders about the perfidy and infamy of this heinous sect? Without those advantageous lies
that adulate the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), there is no life
for Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")…! Therefore, they prefer to
commit murder or suicide to avoid facing the truths. Therefore, they label their war on the
truths “martyrdom” instead of admitting the truths. Hence, bloodshed belongs with
Christian desperadoes’ or terrorists’ Mafia.
However, never forget to praise Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (cur in fur name: Jesus "Christ" ) for
his “mercy” towards his infamous schmucks n’ thugs and rogues n’ frogs with frocks and
without frocks …! He finds out what lies do blarney them and protects his fellow Christian
Mafiosi from the truths, just to be worshiped as their “god,” in return! Can you find
somebody doing that for liars and deceivers, schmucks n’ thugs, curs in furs, goofs with
spoofs Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) does …?
Ninthly: Jesus announces as well another prophet (Paraclete, comforter, advocate) as
further revelations to complete his insufficient "revelation”. However, they wanted to grant
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each further prophet solely that fate, in which their instigator (Jesus) – neck or nothing – did gull
a stuntman into replacing him (Jesus): Death by torture, provided that they have sufficient
political power to perpetrate that terrorism with impunity!

I (Jesus) am fully and completely innocent for all my lies and deceits... You the sick, you
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), are the only ones to blame for
my (Jesus') lying and deceiving because they are not able to bear the truths. If I told you ("the
sick", Christian sinners) the truths, you would slay me and not worship me as your
“god”... Therefore, I (Jesus) unfortunately have to lie and deceive … You never know
what “martyrdom” Satan, pardon, that king of all felons has to suffer …
●

That is Jesus "Christ" !

●

That is the infamous sect of the "infallible", solely "blissful-making" truths "...!

●

·That is the perfidious sect that slaughters and even feigns to peg out for the "truths"...!

●

That is Christ’s and his fellow Christian henchmen’s "martyrdom"...!
That is the most organized crime of our planet!

●

Those are the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")!

●

However, do not always claim that Jesus "Christ" steadily lied, only. On the contrary, he
has something in common with Adolph Hitler and that is, that one has only to read both in
order to know their mind of deceit and cruelty:

Jesus: “Become better than I (Jesus am); make yourselves like the son of the Holy Spirit."[v]

I see, whoever could contest Jesus’ exact understanding that the worst thing that one ever
can perpetrate, is, to imitate this man's felons (imitatio Christi)? Oh, yes, whoever could dispute
it? So, Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), even if I also doubt that
you liars, hypocrites, swindlers, criminals, murderers and mass-murderers, oh yes, brutes (in
a sheep's clothing) among all the bipeds ever have the slightest trace of humanity, at
least, do become better than your upper-rogue, upper-swindler and upperabomination with nickname Jesus, you worship as Satan, Pardon, "god" or as an associate of him!
Clearly, that is the only useful advice, Satan, Pardon "god" or Satan’s soul mate ("son") has given
to you. Do not always be that supercilious as to contradict that spiteful deformity
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and monstrosity of abomination, you lifted up to your "god"...
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), cross my heart: If somebody heeds
this proverb of your Satan, pardon, "god" and becomes better than you and your king of felons,
you worship as your Satan, Pardon, "god", you are used to spitting at that one – and then your
are used to libeling the one with all your tongues of venom while accusing the one allegedly
lifting up himself to the “god” ... Oh yes, you Christian brutes ("loving" your next ones) in a
sheep's clothing, you curs in furs, be honest and confess that this is the way you are used
to behaving...!

Why are you used to doing so? Because you cannot bear the truth that somebody is not
that depraved you are, you drag all your “beloved” fellow human beings through the mire,
filth and cesspool that is your home, yes, your nature, heart and soul! However, why do
you disobey even your "god"? Why are you ("humble" and "modest" ones) that
supercilious contradicting your “god”? Oh yes, you spiteful little devils of calumny and
poisoning all interpersonal relationships, once be honest and do not fake always as to confess
your sins, indeed, confess your sins, once:
Those are your venomous injections of "love" and "charity“ you are always ready with and you
are used to camouflaging as “love”, “spiritual welfare”, “morals”, “truths”, Satan’s,
Pardon, “god’s” will etc., etc., etc.. And there enough morons, cerebellums, birdbrains,
blockheads, mugs, thugs n’ nuts, slobs n’ flops, duffers and jerks etc. you are able to take in…

3. How Peter immediately applies the tricks of Jesus

In the “Acts of the Apostles” there is given an example that throws a good light on the matter
how Jesus’ insidious schmucks (“disciples”) complied with Jesus commandment to fetter
the victims in advance before robbing or tormenting them. There is given an example how
Peter fettered a couple that sold a piece of property they owned. According to his “Lord”
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (cur in fur name: Jesus "Christ" ) Peter takes the view that all the
money does not belong to the homeowner, Pardon, landowner but to Jesus’ robbers (Christians).
The couple is fettered by all the Christian sinners’ rubbish, rubble, scrap, shit, urine and
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sewage. Both faintly have to endure the assassination of their own by “Saint Murderer”
Simon Peter, one of the most “martyrs” of this Mafia. The Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent sinners") excellently understood their desperado boss and “god” Jesus. I quote
this example to unveil the techniques and ruses of Christian terrorism:

Ac 5:1-11 RSV
1 ¶ But a man named Ananias with his wife Sapphira sold a piece of property,
2 and with his wife's knowledge he kept back some of the proceeds, and brought only a part and
laid it at the apostles' feet.
3 But Peter said, "Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and to keep back
part of the proceeds of the land?
4 While it remained unsold, did it not remain your own? And after it was sold, was it not at
your disposal? How is it that you have contrived this deed in your heart? You have not lied to men
but to God."
5 When Ananias heard these words, he fell down and died. And great fear came upon all who
heard of it.
6 The young men rose and wrapped him up and carried him out and buried him.
7 After an interval of about three hours his wife came in, not knowing what had happened.
8 And Peter said to her, "Tell me whether you sold the land for so much." And she said, "Yes, for so
much."
9 But Peter said to her, "How is it that you have agreed together to tempt the Spirit of the Lord?
Hark, the feet of those that have buried your husband are at the door, and they will carry you
out."
10 Immediately she fell down at his feet and died. When the young men came in they found her dead,
and they carried her out and buried her beside her husband.
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11 And great fear came upon the whole church, and upon all who heard of these things.
Do not the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") regarding “love” like
the devils…? Already ancient Greek philosopher Porphyry (232/3 – 304) rightly debunked Peter
as serial killer. Christian Mafia is built...! Porphyry’s book was the first Christian barbarians
burnt. Later those madly “lovemaking” Christian sect of objectifications (incarnations) of
perfidy (“Saints”, “martyrs”) burnt millions of human beings.
However now, let us have closer look at murders of Peter. A couple sells a piece of property
and donates a part of the proceeds to the Christian barbaric sect. This greedy sect however
takes Jesus’ view that -- to stick with the language of pictures of Jesus "Christ" , viz, man’s robber
– they are allowed to rob the homeowner, Pardon, the landowner, i.e., the money does not
belong to the owners (of a property) but to the infamous Christian robbers.
Christian sect of perfidy unscrupulously adjusts “morals” according to their selfishness so that
- contrary to all truth and reality – this sect is not reputed to be avaricious even if it fleeces
their members and pinch their fortune. Not reality matters, viz, the actual greediness of
that Christian sect of perfidy that stops at nothing! Jesus’ “tenet of morals” are just
for camouflaging (masking) all Christian sect’s spite, robbery and other crimes, felonies
and atrocities. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is only intersected in
being worshiped as “god” and nothing else counts for him!
Consequently, the (Christian) objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy infer that not the
criminals but the victims are the greedy ones, who obviously are not willing to be fleeced by
the Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy . The fettered homeowner – not
the (Christian) robbers -- is the evildoer, because he opposes or even disrupts the " holy
(perfidious) spirit (of the Christian robbers)”. My goodness, what a cheek …!
●

Those are “morals” and that is “honor” among thieves or rogues n’ frogs with frocks and without
frocks!

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) correctly recognized that one can
fetter and thus faint the victims of the (Christian sinners’) crimes only by faked “tenets of
morals” that are ruthlessly and unscrupulously adjusted and canted to the advantages and
benefits of his Christian desperadoes or terrorists, viz, Christian Mafia! Jesus unscrupulously
strove for this aim and passed on corresponding perfidious trickeries, ruses and techniques to
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his infamous schmucks (Christians) so that they became the blue planet’s most
successful organized crime or terrorism that is past comprehension and disguised as “religion”.
Not the robbers but their victims sin against the „Holy Spirit“ - also a type of Trojan horse
of Christian Mafia. The Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") have
"morals" contrived by Jesus, according to their craving that the lasthave to become the “first
ones” - and each, yes even the most heinous atrocity or abominable barbarity is regarded
as “moral” if it promotes the benefit of that aim, i.e. Christian predators' lust for power. That
is Christian terrorism’s war on humankind!
In this manner, Peter’s murders are pictured as a great feat by his fellow Christian Mafiosi
until today or as an absolute obedience towards "Holy Spirit" etc and thus infamously praised
as "moral" achievement. Are you indignant at this sect? What else one can expect of a
barbarians’ sect with a sect made “god” of its own? The robbers fool themselves possessing
all robberies, so that those ones who inhibit their robberies and felonies are to be reputed as
the terrorists and brutes.

●

That is (because of) Jesus "Christ" !
Those are Christian morals!

●

Those are the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")!

●

Precisely in this manner, Hananias’ and Saphira’s hands and legs are fettered. “Saint
Murderer” Peter murders them and the couple has to watch and endure faintly the assassination
of their own by that Christian perfidious and infamous religious rogue. So, one never can say
the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") do not apply -- or abide by –
Jesus’ techniques and ruses of deceit and deception how to wage war on one’s next in order
to submit them so that they have to serve as slaves to the Christian Mafiosi. They did not make
a god to themselves without reasons!
“St. Murderer“ Peter is Christian. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and
his fellow Christian objectifications (incarnation) of perfidy got their way of bogus “morality”
so that they get reputed to be “moral”, “good”, “loving their next”, even enemies etc. –
completely independent of their fruits. That means: completely independent from that what
they do and that means further: Even if Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (perfidy name: Jesus "Christ" )
and his infamous schmucks (Christians) turn out to be humankind most abhorrent Mafiosi,
most heinous murderers, most abominable barbarians or human species’ most spiteful little devils.
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●

That is “Jesus "Christ" ”!

●

Those are the fruits of “Jesus "Christ" ”!
Those are the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")!

●

Those are Christian “ethics”.

●

Therefore, nobody is allowed in Christian countries to call Christian liars, swindlers,
criminals, felons, murderers and barbarians by their (true) name liars, swindlers, criminals,
felons, murderers, barbarians! Comparable to Hananias and Saphira all the people in
Christian countries are fettered (as the Christian sinners’ slaves) and at most have to thank
the Christian burglars and murderers for their robberies and atrocities but never to
complain, inhibit, impede – not to mention, to put a stop to their nasty, vicious, heinous
and abhorrent foul play.
By the way, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are used to
arguing today that Peter killed the couple by a word... Ah, ah, ah…! Do not make me laugh!
The weapon by which Peter committed this double-murder is not mentioned and a word does
not kill but knives and swords. Even if somebody could kill by a word – as Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") sometimes allege - he would stay a
murderer. Comparably one could say that killing someone by gunfire does not mean
murder somebody …! To be a murderer does not depend on the weapon by which the murder
is perpetrated.
Indirectly it even is admitted that Christian sect’s “belief“ constitutes murder weapons,
therefore not only Trojan horses for individuals that are greedy for power and to
become slaveholders and are used to stopping at nothing to fetter their, alas, “beloved” next
ones in order to get them as slaves.
Almost all hands and feet of the hundreds of millions of people that were murdered by
the Christian terrorists’ sect were fettered like Hananias and Saphira were bound. Almost each
of them evenly had to watch and endure its assassination as faint as this couple. Not the
Christian barbarians are passed off as the murderers but their victims, the murdered ones. In
each Christian society, people are conditioned to sympathize with the perpetrators,
perfidious criminals and infamous Christian desperadoes and terrorists; on the contrary, one
even has to despise the innocent victims of Christian terror!
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That is also, why one can say that each Christian society is perfidious and infamous. The
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") condition their victims to believe that
it was sufficient to repute Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) as
“innocent”! This illustrates infamy of the Christian deceit as an almost perfect crime and the terror.
Ancient Greeks were right predicting that Hades (that is Satan or the name of Jesus) and his
brother (James?) would conquer almost one third of the universe. Are we so far from it?
To sum up: Jesus knows how to deceive and perpetrate crimes or barbarity most successfully!
What does most successful mean in this contest. It means being perfidious liars,
insidious deceivers, infamous felons, desperadoes and terrorists while being reputed
as “reverend”, “saint”, “holy father” etc. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) outdoes all deceivers and all gangsters and felons of humankind! He is the coach
of felons, terrorists and Mafiosi and hereby the king of all gangsters' kings.
The aim of Christian bastards n' dastards is to lift up themselves to slaveholders and
disgracefully degrade their conspecifics to be subservient slaves to themselves. They all know
that they deceivers. None of them is victim. Simultaneously all of them are infamous
perpetrators. They are terrorists, crooks, perpetrators, felons, barbarians and/or religious
Mafiosi! Those who want to become slaveholders unite themselves in Jesus "Christ"
becoming priest of this superior slaveholder.

That is the “love”
●

Jesus “loves” his infamous schmucks (disciples) and

●

all the perfidious schmucks “love” their boss worshiping him as the “god” and

●

·all Christian sinners “love” their homemade “god” they call “Jesus "Christ" ”!

That is why Christendo(o)m as unique “religion” – so far one can call Christianity a religion –
has its own homemade concocted “god”, whom the Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent sinners") call “Jesus "Christ" ”… In order to avoid misconceptions: The
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") do nothing pertaining to their
“god” that swindler did want to do to him and vice versa!
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4. How the Pharisees debunk Jesus

John was a little too much garrulous. Presumably, it was Jesus' gay lust to John ( see
evorvort1 and evorwort2) that blinded the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners'") “god” that John was a kind of "security-risk" to his trickeries, indeed.
John “betrays” much. One just has to have three things in order to realize it: Brain, knowledge
of John’s writings and freedom of mind (not being routine blinded).
Judas Iscariot was the scheduled deliverer. (Read the original Greek and even Latin
New Testament. You will find no term of “betrayer” but “deliverer” applied to Judas Iscariot.
That is a difference worth racking your brain about!). The disciple who principally
but inadvertently “betrayed” much was John. However, firstly exposing a crime, felony or
atrocity and secondly to do that inadvertently one can never call a “betrayal”. That is why
we write this term in inverted commas. John did not intend to do (a “betrayal”) what
he (inadvertently) did, indeed.
As said, before he was a little bit too gossipy. However, the big boss should have recognized
that trait of John what he obviously did not.

●
●

What business did Jesus run? Answer: How to become man's slaveholder!
For what purpose Jesus "Christ" is the “god” of the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners")? For what goal is Christian sect? Answer: That the priests of this sect become
slaveholders and successfully are able to "fish" slaves...

That is what the fable of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (aka:: Jesus "Christ" ) is for and that is why
they continue to foster it!

Oh, yes - and do not forget:
To the Pharisees Jesus called his adherents "the sick" and those who do not worship him
"the righteous ones":
Lu 5:31-32 RSV
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31 And Jesus answered them, "Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who
are sick;
32 I have not come to call the righteous (non-Christian ones), but (the Christian) sinners to
repentance.”

However, to his adherent he flatters that depraved scum of the Earth (“the sick”) to be chosen
by “god” and insults "the righteous" to be condemned to hell:

Mr 16:16 RSV
16 He who believes and is baptized will be saved; but he who does not believe will be
condemned.

Therefore, Jesus knows that he is lying and deceiving for the only purpose of being worshiped
as the god, in return. However, please do not call Jesus a liar or deceiver … Please do not hurt
any “religious feeling” of Mafiosi and brutes on humankind and humanity -- disguised as
religion …! Moreover, on top of everything, never call him responsible for all the poison,
spite, crimes, felonies, atrocities and barbarities resulting from that lies and deceit …! If Satan is
not deemed to be “holy” and “innocent” how shall his sect continue to lie and deceive …?
Please call Jesus completely “innocent” of all Christian perfidy, infamy, crimes, felonies,
atrocities and barbarities resulting from that evident falsehood. Why? Because deception for
the advantage of that terrorism disguised as religion must go on ... If you put the blame to the
real instigator and evildoer (Jesus) that felony on humankind would stop!
Next paragraph: Jesus the devil of the perception of his own or how he lost his mask
when allegedly tempted by the devil in the desert.
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